Military Donation

What is

Allows customers to purchase popcorn for the men and women serving our country and support Scouting at the same time.

How does this work?

- A customer will purchase the military donation either from the take order sheet or online.
- The full purchase is a charitable contribution.
- Pecatonica River Popcorn will then send the Military men and women a variety of different flavors of popcorn for them to enjoy!
- PR Popcorn works with different organizations to get the popcorn to the military men and women.
- For example:
  1. Operation Troop Aid
  2. Support The Troops
  3. On Purpose Journey
- PR Popcorn is unable to designate specific people to send the donations to.

Online Military Donations

- Customers can also purchase Military Donations online at PRPopcornstore.com.
- Each Scout gets credit for the sale with their seller ID.
- Online we offer Military Donations in increments of $10-$100.
- There will be no charge for shipping when purchasing Military Donations.